Abstract
Introduction
UKF [1] [2] (Unscented Kalman Filter) algorithm can solve the nonlinear filtering problem of GPS/DR integrated navigation system model [3] [4] . However the precision and stability of the filter will be affected badly when the exception of measurement vector happens in integrated navigation system, and it leads to excessive location deviation [5] [6] . This paper presents an improved strong tracking UKF algorithm (ISTUKF) based on STUKF algorithm. It solves the problems brought by the introduction of fading factor in the state prediction covariance matrix 1 /  k k P of the STUKF algorithm directly through fading factor k  introduced in measurement prediction covariance matrix and cross-covariance matrix, making algorithm has higher precision and robustness.
Unscented Kalman Filter
UKF algorithm is minimum variance estimation based on Unscented Transform (UT), and it is not estimated observation and measurement model, but to estimate the distribution state of random variables. In UKF, the state distributions of random variables are expressed as gaussian distribution variable. When the process error, measurement error and transcendental state submit Gaussian distribution, UKF can be accurate to the third order, otherwise UKF at least can be accurate to the second order for non-gaussian distribution.
Where k x is the system state vector whose dimension is n, and k y is the measurement vector whose dimension is m respectively. k is the time step, f and h are nonlinear vector discrete function, k u is deterministic control item， k w is zero mean system Gaussian white noise sequences with covariance k Q , and k v is zero mean measurement Gaussian white noise sequences with covariance
Initial state is random vector which has the following mean and variance
UKF Algorithm
Formula (1) and (2) are the system state equation and measurement equation respectively. The process of the UKF algorithm can be summarized as: Where,
is a scaling parameter, in which  is usually set to a small positive value, determining the spread of the sigma points around 1  k x , and  is the secondary scaling parameter which is set to 0 or 3-n. 
(
When the measured value of the current moment is get, we can update the state vector and covariance matrix through the above steps.
Improved Strong Tracking UKF Algorithm

Strong Tracking Filter (STF)
If a filter has the following good qualities: stronger robustness of model uncertainty, strong traceability about mutation status, even when the system is stable, keep traceability for slowly changing status and mutation status, moderate computational complexity, it is referred to as strong tracking filter (STF) [7] .
Strong tracking filter of nonlinear systems which are constituted by Formula (1) and (2) has the following structure:
The orthogonality principle is a sufficient condition for making the filter to be a strong tracking filter, namely choosing an appropriate time-varying gain matrix 
Where, Formula (24) demands that residual value sequence of the different time must keep the orthogonal everywhere.
STUKF Algorithm
STUKF algorithm [8] is a kind of strong tracking UKF algorithm, in order to overcome the flaws of the UKF, it uses the time-varying fading factor to fade the past data and reduce the impact on current filter value. In the UKF algorithm, state prediction covariance matrix between state and measurement can be adjusted in real-time through introduction of timevarying fading factor to adjust the real-time filter gain matrix. Formula (14), (17) and (18) are modified as shown below:
is the time-varying fading factor. With the modified formula (25), (26) and (27) instead of (14), (17) and (18) respectively, STUKF algorithm can be get with the same steps as UKF algorithm. This strong tracking filter is based on the STF and introduces fading factor in state prediction variance matrix. STUKF algorithm needs three UT for each filtering: firstly, calculating the state prediction 
ISTUKF Algorithm
ISTUKF algorithm is an improved STUKF algorithm. In view of the problems brought by the introduction of fading factors in the state prediction covariance matrix 1 /  k k P of the STUKF algorithm directly, fading factor k  is introduced in measurement prediction covariance matrix and cross-covariance matrix. New algorithm is the same as traditional UKF, however without introducing fading factor in measurement prediction covariance matrix and cross-covariance matrix. 
Through the formula (35), subprime expression of fading factor is:
Covariance matrix of residual value is estimated by the following formula:
is forgetting factor.
Compared with STUKF algorithm, the position of fading factor and formula are different in this new algorithm. In order to analyze ISTUKF algorithm, this paper designs a simulation experiment about GPS/DR integrated navigation system model by the Matlab simulation. GPS/DR system adopts the northeast coordinate system in which x axis points to the east and y axis points north. In the GPS/DR integrated navigation system, we define position, velocity and acceleration as system state, therefore, state equation of the system can be summarized as follows: is the state transition matrix as shown below:
Where,
, T is the sampling period.
Take the east location obs e and north one obs n of GPS receiver outputs, the angular rate  of gyroscope output and the distance S of the odometer's output during one sampling period as the measurement value. Measurement equation of integrated navigation system can be summarized as follows: 
Simulation Experiment
According to the above definition of GPS/DR integrated navigation system model, the conditions of simulation experiment are set as shown below: Assuming the vehicle starts from the origin (0, 0) in an almost straight line trajectory with a speed of . STUKF [10] algorithm and ISTUKF algorithm were used respectively in simulation of GPS/DR integrated navigation system, and results are shown in Figure 1-3 as below.
From Figure 1-3 , it can be seen that when the outlier appears in the measurement data, the filtering precision and stability of the STUKF will be influenced badly. However ISTUKF algorithm filters out very commendably the disturbance brought by the outliers, and it is superior to STUKF algorithm in the filtering precision, robustness and speed. 
Conclusion
On the base of UKF and STUKF algorithm, this paper presents an ISTUKF algorithm that solves the problem of filtering precision and poor stability of UKF affected by the uncertainty factors in GPS/DR integrated navigation system. Simulation results show that the filtering precision and robustness of ISTUKF algorithm is better than the STUKF algorithm.
